ABSTRACT. The paper reviews the existing approaches to calculating the destruction of solids. The main attention is paid to algorithms using a unified approach to the calculation of deformation both for nondestructive and for the destroyed states of the material. The thermodynamic derivation of constitutive relations for solids with elastic, viscous and plastic properties accounting possible destruction is presented. Explicit and implicit non-matrix algorithms for calculating the evolution of deformation and fracture development are presented. Implicit schemes are implemented using iterations of the conjugate gradient method, with the calculation of each iteration exactly coinciding with the calculation of the time step for two-layer explicit schemes. Therefore the solution algorithms are very simple. The results of solving typical problems of destruction of solid deformable bodies for slow (quasistatic) and fast (dynamic) deformation processes are presented. Recommendations are given for modeling the processes of destruction and ensuring the reliability of numerical solutions.
INTRODUCTION
umerical computations for destruction processes have been conducted since computers and numerical algorithms appeared, i.e. more than 50 years. There are a lot of various approaches to obtain answers to such questions as which types of destruction processes are possible, when and where microdamages are going to originate, how long artificial and natural constructions can perform satisfying operational and safe conditions. In cases when a large margin of N safety is required, for example in operation of buildings, it is enough to identify places with the highest possible stress levels and to take care that such stresses are several times smaller than the destructive ones for building materials. Such recommendations are formulated in the so-called theories of strength in the theory of resistance of materials. The next level of studying the processes of destruction is the study of the distribution of individual cracks to predict the possibility and time to continue the safe operation of structures in cases where the mentioned defects have already been found. Such problems are solved by analytical and numerical-analytical methods of brittle fracture mechanics [1] . Throughout the history of the application of numerical methods in this direction a very large amount of research has been performed. It is to admit that even for a single crack, the formulation of its propagation conditions and taking into account conditions (possibly contact) on newly formed free surfaces during its development is a very difficult mathematical task, which is practically impossible to implement in the case of multiple cracks. The number of subdomains between cracks is catastrophically increasing and their location is unpredictable in advance. It seems that the way to get out of this difficulty for fracture mechanics as well as for gas dynamics with multiple shock waves is to use through calculation methods with trapping narrow zones of large solution gradients. It may be done using zones for deformations localization that simulate cracks in solids, shock wave zones and contact discontinuities in gas dynamics. For the first time, through calculation methods for fracture modeling were described in Maenchen-Sack's paper half a century ago [2] . However, for a long time, the insufficient performance of computers did not make it possible to effectively use such methods of through calculations. Now, when the performance of computers increased up by 3-4 orders of magnitude, the through calculation methods begin to dominate and allow not only to significantly expand the range of actual tasks to be solved but also to simplify the solution processes. Maenchen and Sack in their work considered the case in which material in an infinitely small volume was destroyed instantly when a certain criterion of destruction was fulfilled. The destruction was mathematically expressed in the replacement of the usual bond of stresses and strains in the framework of the theory of elasticity and plasticity by a bond describing the behavior of the destroyed material. In the principle axes of the stress tensor a new bond ensured the absence of resistance to tensile strength while maintaining the resistance to compression. It is important to notice that the solution algorithms, regardless of the loading rate beyond the yield point, are stepwise in time since the properties of materials depend on the loading history. In boundary value problems in the formulation of Maenchen and Sack, an important property of positive definiteness of the linearized operator of the problem is preserved for increments of the sought functions at each time step. Here, the criterion of correctness of Hadamard boundary value problems is satisfied [3] . This criterion ensures the existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence of the solution on the input data. Unlike the Maenchen-Sack approach (brittle destruction), in reality materials lose the ability to resist deformation not instantaneously but gradually so there is a long stage of softening. In the case of softening, step-by-step operators for solving the problems of elastoplasticity in increments use explicitly or implicitly the so-called tangential modules of elasticity (stress derivatives by strain). When softening, the tangent modules of elasticity become negative. Because of this at the time step the operators of the elastic-plasticity problems lose the property of positive definiteness, so the boundary problem becomes incorrect according to Hadamard, the numerical solutions become physically meaningless and the calculation ends abnormally. In continuum mechanics this phenomenon is known as a violation of the material resistance criterion according to the Drucker [4] . Thus classical theories of elastoplasticity are not suitable for describing gradual softening. A way out of this difficulty was found in [5, 6] where the experimentally observed drop in stresses with increasing deformations was due to degradation (decrease) of elastic modules and yield strength due to an increase in the density of microcracks, called damage. This meant that the areas of weakening did not reflect the properties of the material in alternating stresses -elastoplastic deformations, but were due to external causes (the growth of microdamages). So the use of negative tangent moduli of elasticity which violates the correctness of boundary value problems is not required. The introduction of damage allowed computing the processes of softening without violating the conditions of Hadamard and Drucker. To implement damage models in through calculation algorithms, the enhanced formulation of the constitutive relations for damage processes in deformable solids is required, that is suitable for describing the behavior of both the original intact and destroyed materials including the transition process of softening. Variants of the such constitutive relations may be found in [5, 7 -14] . In the problems of calculating the fatigue failure of structural elements along with the proposing of the multi-axial fracture criteria under cyclic loading (see the review [15] ) also proposed models that take into account the damage accumulation process with an increase in the number of loading cycles [16] . For example the corresponding differential equations for the damage function are formulated in [17] . The accuracy of through calculation methods for damage modeling may be significantly improved by the use of adaptive movable computational grids in order to minimize approximation errors in areas of large gradients of solutions (reviews and descriptions are in [18 -20] ).
In this paper we consider the above components of the formulation and numerical solution of problems on the destruction of solids, show how to implement the corresponding algorithms and give examples of solutions to typical problems on the destruction of solids.
STATEMENT OF A GENERAL PROBLEM
he system of equations describing the behavior of a thermoelastoplastic damageable medium is used here in the variant described in [9] . The system of equations contains the laws of conservation of mass, momentum and energy, as well as the kinematic relations:
and also the constitutive relations that deserve a more detailed consideration given below. The following traditional notation is used:  is density, u is a velocity, t is a time, x is an Euler radius vector (actual configuration), 0
x is a Lagrangian radius vector (initial configuration), F is a deformation gradient, L is a velocity gradient, ε is an Almansi strain tensor, e is an Eulerian strain rate tensor, σ is a Cauchy stress tensor, U is an internal energy per mass unit, q is a heat flux vector, T is a temperature, r is a mass heat source, / d dt is a material time derivative,  is a spatial differentiation operator in the current configuration and I is a unit tensor.
Constitutive equations represent the relations between the characteristics of the state of an infinitely small volume of material, imposed by the laws of thermodynamics. Let's arrange a minimal set of mutually independent state parameters of an infinitely small volume of the continuum: ε is a plastic strain tensor and  is a damage and is defined further. They change the internal structure of the continuum, so they are responsible for the development of dislocations and microcracks. Marked with zeros are material tensors associated with spatial tensors by the ratios
The law of entropy increasing  from the first law of thermodynamics, which asserts the law of conservation of energy, and the second law of thermodynamics
whence the inequality of dissipation rate is
  is free energy per mass unit. Free energy and dissipation rate are
where H is the Heaviside's function. It is assumed that the elastic components of the strain deviator are small compared to unity. The effect of thermal expansion is taken into account by a member with a coefficient  . The component of the dissipation rate, which is responsible for the plastic flow, is assumed to be a homogeneous function of the first order of the rate of plastic deformation, which corresponds to the case of an elastoplastic medium. Plastic deformation increases when active loading condition 0 0
It is also assumed that the material is plastically incompressible i.e. the dissipation rate depends only on the plastic strain rate deviator, which is usually well performed for metals. The resistence of the medium is represented by the modules of elasticity and yield strength. In addition to temperature, deformation and plastic deformation it also depends on the additional structural parameter of the state  . This parameter is called damage. Following relations utilize the damage parameter: 
The kinetics of the destruction process is determined by the dependence of the dissipation rate on the growth rate of damage. Non-negative functions 0
T  ε and 0 p ε . So the constitutive relations take the following form: 
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Thus it is required to solve the initial-boundary problem for the system of equations (1), (2) with the boundary (3) and initial (4) conditions.
Appendix to section 2
The purpose of this appendix is to clarify the meaning of the introduction of the damage parameter. Let us consider the system of equations of the Prandtl-Reuss classical nonlinear elastic-plastic model:
A A is a symmetrization operator. For increments of stresses and strains at a time step the following relations take place
where fourth order tensor t E depends on full and plastic deformations as well as on the loading mode (active or unloading). Let's rewrite the stress increments in the following form
For velocities at each time step we have the following equation
The correctness of this equation is determined either by the Hadamard condition and leads in the framework of the considered classical theory to the loss of correctness of the problem (unlimited exponential increase in speed, loss of continuous dependence of the solution on the input data, instability). Let's consider the phenomenon of destruction using the following one-dimensional problem of tensile rod. Rod's material is elastic with Young's modulus E . Let's assume that there is a small area of weakened resistance ("fracture zone") with a small Young's modulus 1 E E  in the middle of the rod. It may be shown by an elementary solution that there is a surge of deformations in the "fracture zone" (Fig. 1a) and the displacements (and velocities) change almost by jump (Fig. 1b) . The question arises about possibility to construct a physically and mathematically correct model of an elastoplastic material that describes the appearance of zones of reduced material resistance similar to the "fracture zone" from the considered model elastic problem. The affirmative answer is obtained from the theories of damage [5, 6] . Indeed, with the introduction of the additional soughtfor damage parameter  the system of elastoplasticity equations takes the following form:
where H is the Heaviside's function. For increments of stress at the time step we get: The drop in stresses regardless of the change in strain is provided by the second term in the above expression for stress increments. The coefficient 0 E   is negative, which reflects the fact that the modules of elasticity ( ) 0 E   and stress decrease with increasing damage. Fig. 2 may serve as illustration of this process. The positivity of the elastic modulus ensures the fulfillment of the necessary conditions for the correctness of the initial-boundary problems according to Hadamard and Drucker. It should be noted that, together with the elastic moduli, the yield strength also decreases with increasing damage. The left-hand image in Fig. 2 shows the experimentally observed dependence in stress-strain variables. The right-hand image in Fig. 2 shows the same process in the extended stress-strain-damage coordinates. One may see that for any fixed value of damage, there are no areas of weakening in the stress-strain diagrams. In the theory of damage the responsibility for softening is no longer on the condition of plasticity but is on the equation of damage. Мore of that the damage may take place independently of plastic deformation The softening or, more generally, the destruction is considered as the loss of the ability of the material to resist elastic deformation, expressed in a decrease in the values of elastic modules and yield strength due to breaking of elastic bonds or, equivalently, due to an increase in the number of microcracks per unit volume. Destruction is described as a process independent of deformation (exactly independent). Therefore, the fracture characteristic called the damage parameter is related to deformation, temperature, and other state parameters only to the extent that they all participate in the general system of equations and initial-boundary conditions of thermomechanics. In fact, the destruction can happen without any deformation at all, for example due to chemical reactions or laser radiation and other external influences of a non-mechanical nature. It is important to note that the areas of weakening of experimental diagrams of material deformation cannot be used to determine the properties of elastoplastic materials since in these areas the deformation processes are controlled by increasing damage through the change of elasticity coefficients of the material and yield strength. The formulation of theories and reasoning were deliberately simplified in this commentary. In particular, temperature, hardening parameters and hardening dependence on strain rate were not considered; members related to large deformations were neglected. The goal was to more clearly describe the basic idea of damage theories. It has to be noticed that these simplifications are not used further as the basis for our numerical calculations. For describing the elastic properties of material the simplified form of Hooke's law is used, obtained under the assumption of the initial isotropy of the properties of the material:
where the stiffness constants of Lame and the yield point, which determines the boundaries of the elastic behavior of material, depend on damage as follows: Values for the intact material are marked by index "0". We assume that the damage grows if the maximum principal deformation reaches the positive critical value. So the maximum principal deformation should be a tensile deformation. Destruction condition takes the form:
where the dimensionless scale factor is introduced max min max min min( , )
It represents the well known feature, inherent in the concentration of deformations in the tip of crack in the elastic material, which makes it possible to treat this local criterion as the approximation of the usual criterion of destroying the mechanics of brittle failure using of the coefficients of stress-strain concentration. The criterion of destruction with the scale factor ensures the convergence of the numerical values of the integral critical loads of destruction under the mesh refinement. Otherwise since the concentration of deformations is described increasingly better on the finer grid, the critical deformation of destruction is reached increasingly earlier, with the smaller values of the applied load, that tends to zero with grid refinement. Certainly, calculated critical loads depend on grid permission, but this dependence must demonstrate the convergence of calculated critical loads to a certain nonzero limiting value. Such behavior of nymerical model ensures the introduced above scale factor. The introduction of such coefficient is not the final solution of the problem of the convergence of the calculated critical loads of destruction, but it is possible that this is step to the side of the possible solution of described problem. It can be, someone will devise the best regularization of the criterion of destruction. Under the conditions of the absence of the information about the kinetics of damage, we accept the kinetic equation for the damage in the simplest form:
where H is the Heaviside's function. Large magnitude coefficient in the right side is introduced for guaranteeing the rapid growth of damage in order to provide the lost of material resistance for several temporal steps. This makes it possible to consider mathematical model of damage used here as regularized and, simultaneously, the simplified version of MaenchenSack model [2] , in whom the stress-strained state due to the destruction is corrected instantly by jump. The instantaneous correction of stresses leads to the appearance in the numerical solution of the nonphysical oscillations and requires smoothing of sought functions is required.
NUMERICAL METHOD
he solution algorithm is based on the modification of an implicit finite element scheme built in [20] and implemented as part of the ASTRA application package. The main features of the algorithm are as follows. The initial equations of the problem including the constitutive and kinematic differential relations are applied in the integral variational form of Bubnov -Galerkin. A simple piecewise linear finite element approximation is introduced by spatial variables on a moving grid containing triangular and quadrilateral cells in the two-dimensional geometry and tetrahedra, prisms and parallelepipeds in three-dimensional geometry. Piecewise linear approximation is applied to all desired functions, including displacements, velocities, temperature, heat fluxes, deformations, plastic deformations, stresses, hardening parameters and damage, the discrete values of which are represented by nodal values. The set of basic functions contains displacement, velocity, temperature, plastic deformation and damage parameter. The rest of unknowns can be determined by basic functions using spacial differentiation and non-differential relations. Numerical integration points are located at the nodes of the grid, so the mass matrix is diagonal. At each time step the nonlinear terms of the equations are linearized by the Newton method with respect to small increments of the basic functions. To solve auxiliary linearized problems iterative method of conjugate gradients is used. It is implemented without matrix operations and working on each iteration as an explicit two-layer central-difference scheme. As the time step decreases, the number of iterations of the conjugate gradient method for solving linearized equations decreases (due to better initial approximation) and for time steps within the Courant constraint the implicit scheme works asymptotically as fast as usual explicit schemes. Under the least successful initial approximation no more than N iterations are required to determine the solution, where N is the number of unknowns. Since physical splitting is applied, the velocities, temperature, plastic deformation, damage and coordinates of the moving grid nodes are determined in turn and the number of discrete variables is not too large. The time step is chosen in implicit schemes from the accuracy conditions in order either to limit the maximum deformation increment to about one tenth of the deformation corresponding to the yield strength or, for elastic materials, to a value much less than one. In explicit schemes the usual stability conditions are applied for the cases of hyperbolic and parabolic equations. For preconditioning of the algebraic problems (multiplication of the system of equations by an approximate inverse matrix) diagonal approximations of stiffness matrices are used that corresponds to scaling of unknowns. This is quite enough to ensure the stability of conjugate gradients iterations, even if penalty terms are used to account contact or incompressibility conditions. The conditions of approximation, stability, and convergence of numerical solutions are justified on the level of simplified model equations. Therefore, even a stable numerical solution may contain unwanted non-physical oscillations. The wavelength and period of such oscillations coincides with the length of the steps of the computational grid in space and time. A large number of various approaches are known to eliminate such disturbances. Usually the introduction of explicit or scheme viscosities makes the solution monotonous. For problems of destruction such smoothing methods should be introduced very carefully, because the physical phenomenon of destruction is very sensitive to small disturbances. Too coarse smoothing procedure (such as averaging in the Lax method) or, conversely, its absence can strongly distort the solution. Localization of deformations does not take place if the non-physical viscosity of the scheme is large, or, conversely, the location of the fracture zones will be strongly and obviously dependent on the grid steps in time and space if the smoothing is insufficient. In the present work, the following method of monotonizing numerical solutions is recommended and utilized. At the end of each time step the function f that is to be monotonized is twice differentiated in each of the spatial independent variables. Smoothing process is performed in a coordinate-wise manner although the grid may contain cells with arbitrarily spaced edges. When using a piecewise linear approximation, the values of the second derivatives xx f are calculated as generalized solution from the variational equation:
Since it is assumed that at the boundary points the first or second derivatives are negligible, in the equation for the second derivatives the integrals over the boundary of the solution domain are rejected. Then for each node of the grid the averaged value f  of the monotonized function is calculated. This value also depends on the coordinate direction (to put it simply, it is the average of the function values at points of intersection of the border of the neighborhood of a node with a given coordinate line). Finally the old values f are substituted with new ones
only in those few grid nodes (points of non-monotonicity) in which the second derivative xx f changes the sign at the nodes of one edge. We want to emphasize an important fact that the old value is not replaced by the average, as in the Lax method, but is shifted only at half towards the average value. Unlike most other methods the described monotonization procedure does not work in all grid nodes, but changes the solution only at non-monotonic points. Acting more selectively it can even turn an unstable scheme into a stable and converging to the right solution one. It well regularizes standard two-layer central-difference explicit schemes not only for problems of the dynamics of solid deformable bodies, but also for problems of Euler mechanics of fluid and gas. Of course, when constructing such schemes, the elementary requirements for the description of dissipative processes at jumps must be taken into account i.e. destabilizing terms with negative viscosity coefficients found in the first differential approximations of such difference schemes must be balanced by adequate artificial viscosity. In this case this method of monotonization works fine as a supplementary one. Here the monotonization procedure is used in conjunction with an implicit scheme as a control of the monotony of the solution. The procedure does nothing if the solution is monotonous but immediately eliminates any non-physical oscillations if they occur. It should be mentioned that described monotonization procedure is not conservative. That is why additional conservation control and correction procedure is desirable.
RESULTS
elow we examine the task about the development of the zones of destruction in the stretchable flat square plates with the round and elliptical macro-pores or rigid inclusions. The two-dimensional spatial domain can be seen in Fig. 3-5 . We use the grid of triangular finite elements is usual almost uniform grid, generated automatically. On the vertical boundaries of the square region of the solution horizontal displacements is relied by equal to zero. Lower boundary has zero vertical displacement. Upper boundary slowly moves up (with the speed that is much less than speed of sound in the material) and provides quasi-static extension of the body in question. Shearing stresses on the boundaries are relied by equal to zero. On the surface of the macro-pore external forces are absent. Rigid inclusions are filled with the absolutely rigid material, completely coupled with the material of the body in question. Finite elements in region of rigid inclusions have huge values of the elastic moduli and yield point (100 times more than for the plate material). Calculated diagrams of deformation depict the dependence of the stress averaged over the upper horizontal section on the monotonically increasing assigned vertical displacement of upper boundary. In the dimensionless coordinates in the solution domain are: 6.0 6.0 x    и 6.0 6.0 y    , the diameter of circular pore and rigid inclusion is equal to 1.0, the semiaxes ratio of elliptical pores and inclusion is equal to 0.5, angle of rotation is equal 30 . Young's modulus is equal to 1000, Poisson ratio is equal to 0.2, the speed of sound is equal to 1.0, the speed of the motion of upper boundary y v grows from zero for 0 t  to the value 0.001 for 5 10 t  . In the calculations according to the model of ideally-plastic material the yield point is equal to one. The deformation of destruction is equal to 0.02. The results for the elastic plate with the circular rigid inclusion are shown in figure 3 . Black narrow zones correspond to the developing macrofissures, darkening answers the amount of maximum principal deformation. Right graph depicts the calculated diagram of deformation. The case with one circular pore is demonstrated in figure 4 . A difference in the pictures of destruction for inclusion and pore is explained by the different nature of the concentration of deformations near the pore and near the rigid inclusion (Fig. 5 ). In the case of the pore the destruction begins from the points in the horizontal direction outermost from the center of the pore, and for the rigid inclusion destruction earlier begins at the points in the vertical direction outermost from the center of inclusion. Solution for the elliptical pore, oriented at the angle, in the elastic-plastic material it is shown in figure 6 , where are depicted the zone of destruction (a), the calculated diagram of deformation (b), the distribution of plastic work and vertical In the parametric analyses the influence of the characteristics of discreteness is investigated. Depending on the size of timespatial steps and on the form of mesh the local picture of destruction is different in details. However, the integral averaged characteristics of process (represented by diagrams of the deformation) are practically the same.
Below we present results for cracking of massif near drill-hole. The continuum model of stochastically inhomogeneous rock massif destruction was implemented for modeling the formation and development of fractal fracture structures in the vicinity of a cylindrical hole under the excessive internal hydrostatic pressure (Fig. 9) . The criterion of fracture based on the limit values of principal deformation is used. The stochastic heterogeneity of the strength properties of the massif was provided by an artificially limited spread of the values of the parameters of the damage criterion using a random number generator. Stochasticity ensures the formation and development of multiple zones of fracture, forming fractal structures. The introduction of the initial spread of the strength properties of the medium is quite capable of reproducing the cracking of rocks with the formation of fractal fracture structures. With the same loading programs, the damage patterns are quite different due to difference in the level of stochasticity of the strength properties ( Fig. 9-a, b) .
CONCLUSIONS
umerical experiments have shown that fracture criteria for ultimate deformations for elastoplastic materials work better than criteria for ultimate stresses. The following properties of the theoretical model also play an important role to obtain localization zones in the form of narrow crack-like bands:  An abrupt decrease in material's resistance with increasing damage;  The accuracy of calculation controlled by increments of deformations;  Accounting for inertia forces (natural regularization of the problem); N  Minimum smoothing (especially in areas of destruction);  Resistance of the fractured material to compression (to ensure the nondegeneracy of the law of motion). Due to the above properties, the usual model of a damaged elastoplastic medium describes well the sharp localization of deformations along thin bands of large gradients of displacements and deformation and supports the convergence of the solution in the process of developing narrow fracture zones. The issues of bringing the model of a damaged elastoplastic medium in accordance with the data of physical experiments remain open and relevant. By using ASTRA application package as it was done here one is able to confidently carry out such calculations. The number of calculated examples, as well as the degree of detail of the description of the results can be easily increased.
